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Training needs

Pedagogical needs

Innovation

APP baseline factors
Traditional vs innovation

Blended method!
APP “Construye 2020”

Energy efficiency
- Concepts
- Consumption
- Legal framework
- Energy certification

Insulation
- Bad practices
- Material reception
- Material stock
- Installation of material

Windows
- Reception
- Installation
- Glazing
- Sealing
- Shutter box

Efficient installations
- Gas individual boilers
- Condensing boilers

Renewable energy
- Energy performance
- Types of RES
Learning objectives

Development of technical knowledge

- Technical interactive explanations
- Drag and drop exercises

Attitudinal change

- Price, environmental, etc., impact of boilers
- Energy efficiency simulator
Innovative App

- Two languages
- For mobile devices
- IOS
- ANDROID
- Unique
- Useful
Transferability

Easy to be transferred to others countries because:

* Based on EU Legislation
* Very basic concepts
* Available in English
Recommendations
Learning to **build a better world** is our job and our passion.
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